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Message from the President

        2012 marked the end of an era as foundation  
        co-founder, Dr. Lola Rozsa, passed away in  
        April. Younger family members now have the  
        full responsibility of ensuring the Arts are 
        supported and the tremendous legacy of both  
        Drs. Ted and ola Rozsa is honored.

        Calgary was named Canada’s Cultural Capital  
        for 2012- a fact we incorporated in our tenth  
        anniversary celebration of the Rozsa Award  
        for Excellence in Arts Management. Fittingly,  
        our award celebration was held at the Rozsa  
        Centre on the University of Calgary campus. 
Video clips captured the impact the award had on each of the past recipients and their organizations, 
and enabled Lola to be with us on the screen, welcoming guests to “her house”. 

Two ten year goals of the Rozsa Award were realized this year. Our post-secondary academic 
objective, a MBA course in arts management, had an excellent first session in the winter at the 
University of Alberta with an event exploring “the dance between business and ballet” as a highlight. 
During the summer, consultant Emily Picano helped launch the Rozsa Arts Management certificate 
Program (RAMP) offered through the Haskayne School of Business Executive Education, which 
provides high quality professional development for arts managers in the province. RAMP kick-off at 
Halloween with all participants in costume- certainly a first for a business school.

There were other significant beginnings and endings during the year. We welcomed new Board mem-
ber Drew Anderson, but also said good-bye to Ashley Humphreys who had done so much to affirm 
our connection to the arts community and manage our many new initiatives. She was the key driver of 
our ArtsVote involvement with the provincial election in the spring which generated enough 
enthusiasm to rally ArtsVote a second time to publicize candidates’ art policies in the fall federal 
by-election.

The results of two sector research projects have resulted in new additions to our granting program. 
Many grants were outstanding as you will read in the report, but achieving our long-term objective of 
creating a Calgary Showband “music library” full of commissioned works promoted through iTunes, 
was a clear stand-out. 

In the life of a foundation, one year is a very short timeframe however, this past year, captured ten 
years of work and a lifetime of dedication in a brief twelve month span.



Remebering Lola Rozsa

Mission, Vision & Values
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OUR VALUE
Artistic expression is essential to the well-being of the individual and 
the community.

Collaboration and personal interaction are the hallmarks of 
Foundation functioning.

OUR VISION
The profile and the impact of the Arts in Calgary and Alberta is 
strong.

 OUR MISSION
Build capacity in arts leaders, organizations and the sector as a whole.

Drs. Ted and Lola Rozsa founded the Rozsa Foundation in 1990. Giv-
en the Founders emphasis on the Arts and the opportunity to make a 
significant difference in a low priority sector, in 2002 the Directors of 
the Foundation undertook to rewrite their vision and mission state-
ments to reflect a commitment to the Arts. That same year, Dr. Ted 
Rozsa was named recipient of the Edmund C. Bovey Award by the 
Business and Arts Council of Canada. This honor led to the develop-
ment of the Rozsa

Award for Excellence in Arts Management which was first presented 
in 2003. The Foundation strives to be an agent of change by promot-
ing artist and audience development, the arts management profession 
and a broader arts and business dialogue. In addition, family mem-
bers have designated funds used for non-arts initiatives.

Lola May was born in Hobart, Oklahoma on February 26, 1920. As the young-
est daughter of a Presbyterian minister, the strength of family and importance of 
church community formed the foundation of her life. Lola May easily established 
new friendships and developed her natural gift of truly listening to everyone she 
met. She rarely forgot a name despite the fact that she lived in many homes in 
Oklahoma, Missouri, and Texas, during her childhood years. Lola May married 
her husband in 1939 and continued the pattern of moving frequently. Life with 
Ted meant following seismic crews across the United States, relocating at least 
forty times before arriving in Calgary in 1949. 

In 1955, Lola became one of the founding members and later president, of the 
Calgary Philharmonic Society Women’s League, where she helped create the 
school children’s concerts and the Benny the Bookworm fundraiser, both initia-
tives which still exist today. After twenty-five years as an active volunteer, she and 
Ted turned their focus to philanthropic contributions to the CPO as well as many 
other arts organizations. They ensured that a fine acoustic hall was built on the 
campus of the University of Calgary. Although the venue bears their surname, The 
Rozsa Centre is informally known as “Lola’s Place”. 

In 1988, Lola was listed in the The World’s Who’s Who of Women. She was named 
a Woman of Distinction in 2001, and received an Honorary Doctorate of Laws 
from the University of Calgary in 2002. In 2008 The Golf Association of Alberta 
presented Lola with a Lifetime Achievement Award.

Lola will be remembered for her love of life, charismatic personality and remark-
able memory. She never forgot her humble origins and always recognized the 
people “behind the scenes” with gratitude. 
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2012 was a truly monumental year for the Rozsa Awards. 
Celebrating their 10th anniversary, The Rozsa Foundation 
once again endeavored to recognize another member of 
the Calgary art community.

The 2012 Rozsa awards were held on June 11th at the 
University of Calgary’s Rozsa Centre. In honour of the 
2011 recipient of the Rozsa Award for Excellence in Arts 
Management, Marilyn Smith and her organization, the 
Southern Alberta Art Gallery, the Rozsa Centre was 
transformed to Calgary’s newest art gallery in Canda’s 
Culture Capital of 2012. This year, nominees were asked 
to choose their favorite piece(s) of art which were then 
displayed. Attendees were asked to peruse the “collection” 
and try and discover which piece of art belonged to which 
nominee.

Although Lola Rozsa was not able to attend in person, she 
did bring her greetings through a lovely video presented 
to all attendees at the beginning of the awards celebration.

Stephen McHolm, Executive Director of Honens 
International Piano Competiton recieved the 2012 Rozsa 
Award for Excellence in Arts Management.

The 2011 Rozsa Awards benefits were valued at $120,000, 
providing exceptional opportunities for our recipients to 
acquire professional development and business planning 
for themselves and their team.

Rozsa Awards 10th Anniversary

The event was attended by a broad spectrum of Calgary’s arts and business 
community, the awards were  once again hosted by Brian Dunsmore of CKUA.

As you’ll see throughout this year’s annual report, we’ll be showcasing photos 
from the evening’s festivities in commemoration of the 10th Annual Rozsa 
Awards.

Stephen McHolm, 2012 Rozsa Award for 
Excellence in Arts Management

Some of our 2012 Rozsa Awards Jury. From L - R Above: Catherine Braeuer, Brenda Ann Marks, 
Albert Bizio. Below: Marilyn Smith, Suzanne Mott, Darrell Pidner

L - R: Karen Ball, Jay McGillvary and Ava Cairns
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Sector Research

The Performing Arts

The Rozsa Foundation seeks to remain responsive to the arts sector by conducting 
regular research. In 2012, within the performing arts community, the Foundation 
was looking for ways to refresh and renew the granting guidelines and expand the 
support offered by addressing current gaps or opportunities.

In October, the Foundation surveyed 50 performing arts organizations in Calgary 
that ranged in size and scope from small, medium to large. A strong repsonse rate of  
80% allowed the coding of reliable information which was later transformed into the 
summary below. 

Human Resources

At this point in time, HR is the number one issue of all sizes of performing arts organizations. 
Because it is top of mind from an individual perspective, the category was not often referred to 
again when answering the sector question regarding additional needs. Although the challenge of 
staff attraction and retention is usually caused by a shortage of funds, this category was clearly 
identified separately from 
the shortage of revenues and other funding issues. 

Facilities

By contrast, facilities are seen as a sector issue but not an organizational concern. Small to 
medium organizations appear to be more concerned with facilities which was reflected in some 
of their comments. Although there are currently a number of facilities under construction or in 
the midst of capitalcampaigns, they were never mentioned as answers to this sector-wide 
concern.

Funding

Not surprisingly, revenue shortfall is a major problem especially for the large and mid-sized 
performing arts organizations. 
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Programming

The research shows that larger organizations are focused on programming, art outreach pro-
grams or artist development, to a far greater degree than the small organizations and most 
mid-sized companies. This category should be the most frequently mentioned since this is why 
performing arts organizations exist in the first place. If companies are too preoccupied with 
personnel, funding and venue shortages, it would appear that there is no resource left for artistic 
dreams.

Marketing

Marketing is an issue for the smaller organizations and of equal concern as personnel issues. 
Typical comments refer to desired outcomes including more sales or a bigger audience, but do 
not mention the tactics they might employ to achieve those ends.

Technology
Ticket sales platforms were coded in the technology category but are a logical extension of mar-
keting concerns. concerns. A well-functioning ticket platform is fndamental and could have a 
major impact on the sector.

In conclusion, The Rozsa Foundation chose to move forward and has modified its granting 
guidelines to provide discounted financial audits for large organizations in order to reduce ad-
ministrative expense, and will also offer small and mid-sized organizations marketing audits 
and funds for implementation of ensuing recommendations. Facilities concerns may be funded 
through interim financing.

L - R: Jock Osler, Donna Kennedy-Glans and Bill Killbourne
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Sector Research
The Visual Arts

Arts Advocacy
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The Rozsa Foundation strives to positively influence public opinion of and support for the Arts. 
ArtsVote Calgary is a group of voluntary arts supporters in Calgary, Alberta, Canada who advo-
cate for the Arts to be recognized as an integral part of daily living.

In 2012, ArtsVote participated 
heavily in the Municipal election,  
as well as the provincial election 
in the spring.  This enthusiasm led 
ArtsVote to once again promote the 
voice of arts policies in Calgary by 
sening out a survey to all candidates 
and  publicize each candidates’ art 
policies in the fall federal 
by-election.

Often pioneering uncharted areas within the arts community, the Rozsa Foundation embarked 
on research within the visual arts community to discover potential gaps and opportunities. 

The goals of the 2012 visual arts research in Calgary were threefold:
 1. Meet leaders in the visual arts community and increase general familiarity with 
 organizational mandates.

 2. Identify opportunities to increase profile and sustainability of non-profit visual arts 
 organizations that could be addressed through an expanded granting program. 

 3. Identify areas for collaboration amongst the non-profit art organizations, retail art 
 galleries, corporate collectors, educational art institutes of the visual arts community.

The sample chosen to participate in this research was selected to provide a set of data from 
approximately the same number of respondents per category.  Curators of corporate art 
collections, directors of public art galleries, and owners of private art galleries were invited to 
participate. Private collectors and individuals artists were not included due to difficulty of 
access. Of the thirty-five companies contacted, thirty-one (89%) responded.

Research found that Calgary has a rich diversity of visual art collections and exhibitions, and 
reasonable support for student and emerging artists. However, certain challenges were apparent.

 1. Leadership, or lack of it, stands out as the number one issue in the sector. While some 
 individuals are well-known amongst all areas of the visual arts community, they are   
 viewed as key stakeholders but not an authoritative voice for the collective.

 2. Quality exhibition space in Calgary does not meet the demand.  The absence of a large  
 art gallery in Calgary (whether contemporary or more inclusive), the lack of wall space  
 in corporate offices, the poor repair of artist run centres or the dearth of studios for artists  
 and residencies, are all concerns.

 3. The interaction amongst the groups interviewed is quite limited. Various festivals have  
 fostered collaboration, but none have been a sufficient catalyst to unite the sector.

 4. Public awareness of the visual art opportunities, much like the performing arts activity,  
 is low.
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Arts Grants

Administrative Capacity 
Professional leadership development. Organizational development including
resource systems, audience research, and website upgrades.

In 2012, The Rozsa Foundation 
provided arts grants in the following four categories.

Educational Programming  
Programs that foster artistic development within an organization. Programs such as 
competitions that educate members of the public.
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Our Initiatives
The Next Step
A collaboration initiative with the Haskayne Alumni Association and the Alberta 
Department of Culture Board Development Program, The Next Step Program engages recent 
Haskayne graduates who have studied arts marketing are invited to attend a non-profit 
governance course designed especially for them. The Foundation then matches the graduates 
with local arts organizations who are seeking Gen Y volunteers on their boards. In 2012,  the 
pilot year, nine students were successfully appointed. The Next Step program is currently in its 
second cycle.

Rozsa Arts Management Program (RAMP)
RAMP is a customized Executive Education program which is the first of its kind in Alberta. 
The program is designed to address the specific needs of arts administrators through content 
tailored to arts management. RAMP participants will select an existing challenge within their 
organization and work closely with a faculty mentor, designing and implementing a plan to 
address it.  This also provides an important opportunity for peers to network and learn 
together. At our launch this year, we were honoured to have His Worship, Mayor Naheed 
Nenshi speak to our RAMP participants about the importance and impact of the arts in our 
community

Next Step Participants 
L - R: Dan Christie, Maria 
Tinajero, Wendy Chu, Dr. 
Scott Radford and Kayzra 

Mulji
Collaborative Projects  
Community Celebration programs that cater to diverse a
udiences. Initiatives that bring many artistic collaborators together. Community 
Engagement programs that involve artists working with community partners.

Tools of the Trade  
Funding for hardware, electronic systems, costumes, props, 
storage, exhibition and presentation materials, and marketing and educational 
materials.

Rozsa Awards created by 
renown glass blowing artist 

Tyler Rock



Grants Overview Administrative
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Administrative Capacity grants ranged from multiple online projects that will 
streamline administrative tasks in arts organizations to capacity projects such as cre-
ating strategic plans. Our choice for the 2012 Outstanding Adminstrative Grant goes 
to Decidedly Jazz Danceworks as they recieved a Digital Alberta Award for “Best 
Digital Design” their new online registration. 

Total Value of 2012 Arts Funding
$151, 898

Collaborative Canvas at the 
2012 Rozsa Awards

From L - R: Catherine Blair, 
Rebecca Dickson and Su 

Strang

Honens - Online Registration System

Springboard Performance - Strategic Planning Session

Rosebud Theatre - Website Redesign

Spiritus Chamber Choir - Strageic Plan Creation

Decidedly Jazz Dancworks - Online Registration System



Educational Programming
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Educational Programming grants help to support arts organizations who are striving to 
provide engaging and varied artistic experiences to diverse audiences. These projects can 
also be collaboration between artists, arts companies or other non-profit 
organizations. In 2012, we saw new school workshops, touring opportunities for youth 
and new programming that deeply incorporated the community. However, our 
Outstanding Educational Programm Grant goes to the Calgary Stampede Showband 
who created a professional quality 30-minute recording of music commissioned from the 
Foundation over the past ten years. 

Equipment Grants
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Calgary Fiddlers - School Workshops

Calgary Youth Orchestra - Commission of New Work/ 
Touring

Calgary Opera - Community Opera Project

Stampede Showband - Commission of New Work

Equipment Grants help provide support to arts organizations who require funding for 
hardware, electronic systems, costumes, props, storage, exhibition and presentation materials, 
printed materials. In 2012, the Rozsa Foundation funded a revoluationary and ground breaking 
project by Trickster Theatre called Kids Go Global. However, the Outstanding Equipment Grant 
goes to Honens for our contribution to the CBC Live Stream of the 2012 Honens International 
Piano Competition. This year, CBC chose to pull their in-kind funding of the live stream and 
online hosting of the Honens International Piano Competition. The organization was forced to 
find funding to ensure this element of the competition was maintained as the ‘international’ 
element of the competition is integral to its success. The Rozsa Foundation’s grant was a 
contributing factor to ensuring the global audience had access to this year’s event. 

Kids Go Global - Video Filming

Honens - Livestream of Event



Collaborative 
Projects
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Partners & Sponsors
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2012 marks the last year of the Collaborative projects grant. The Board of Directors 
noticed that this particular granting category wasn’t receiving as much attention. Also, the 
Foundation felt that our other grant categories could provide support for the projects which 
would find themselves within the Collaborative Projects category. The only grant within this 
category for 2012 belongs to Fairytales Presentation Society, whos’ Youth Queen Media 
Program saw an incredible level of success with participants, audiences and sponsors in 2012. 
The YQMP managed to help Fairytales to secure a new partner in TELUS Community Board 
for their 2012 -13 outreach program. Feedback from participants illuminated the immense 
positive impact it imparted on them. Many of the youth secured jobs, internships and 
scholarships within the film industry thanks to this program.

Rozsa Award Partners

Rozsa Award Sponsors



Volunteers
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Those who can, do. Those who 
can do more, volunteer.
- Author Unknown

“
”

The Rozsa Foundation would like to thank all of our dedicated 
volunteers over the past 10 years. Giving the most valuable gift of your 
time, minds and hearts, we sincerely thank each of you who have con-
trinuted to our initiatives over the past year. Your part has helped con-
tinue the success of the arts in Calgary.

Above: L - R Mary Cristina Rozsa de Coquet, Charlotte Smith and Michelle McCawon

Other Volunteers
Kevin Libin, Gwiyea Haymour, Alex Marchuk, Rehecca Dickson

The Rozsa Foundation
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Members
 Brenda Ann Marks
Ruth Ann Rayner

Karen Rice
Mary Rozsa de Coquet

Mary Cristina Rozsa de Coquet
Scott Rozsa

Directors
Drew Anderson

Dan Finley
 Brenda Ann Marks
Ruth Ann Rayner

Karen Rice
Mary Rozsa de Coquet

Management
Mary Rozsa de Coquet, President

Above: Sitting L - R Mary Cristina Rozsa de Coquet, Mary Rozsa de Coquet, 
Ruth Ann Rayner Standing L - R Brenda Ann Marks, Dan Finley, Karen Rice

Below: Scott Rozsa Below: Drew Anderson



Financials
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300, 508 24 Avenue SW
Calgary, AB Canada T2S 

0K4

facebook.com/RozsaFoundation

@RozsaFoundation

www.rozsafoundation.org


